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Four experiments are reported to address the theory that monitoring for a target 

word increases activation of that target. Pievious research has found some evidence for 

this proposition, but has b e n  compromised by demand characteristics. To avoid this, 

the present study depended upon the weak demand characteristics of the lexical 

decision task and the expectancy effect. It was found that pfiming due to monitoring in 

the lexical decision task was (1) not affected by stimulus onset asynchrony; (2) could be 

voluntarily increased by participants, and (3) was reduced by mental load. Additionally, 

it was found that (4) instructions not to prime were effective until mental l a d  was 

introduced. 

Wegner's theory of ironic processes holds that the process of monitoring could 

be responsible for the difîiculty some people report with the suppression of unwanted 

thoughts. His theory was supported in that monitoring for target words activatecl those 

words but the automaticity of that process was brought into question by evidence for 

some strategic control. 
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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the role of monitoring processes in the 

activation of mental concepts. Wegnei (1994) has suggested that the vecy act of 

monitoring for a given object may activate its mental representation, making it more 

accessible or more likely to enter consciousness. For example, if I rnonitor my thoughts 

to see if I am thinking about a cat, Mis direcüon of attention may in and of itself activate 

my representation of a cat. Monitoring is ubiquitous and has already received a lot of 

study: the piesent study examines the contention that the activation of target thoughts 

by monitoring could be a significant contributor to the challenges of everyday mental 

control. Foi example, could monitoring for thoughts of a cat lead to obsessive thoughts 

about cats? Could monitoring foi thoughts about food lead to the cdlapse of a diet? 

This introduction contains 1) a description of Wegner's theory of ironic 

processes, 2) experimentai evidence relating to this theory, 3) a selective review of the 

brader literature on monitoring and attention, and 4) a discussion of the relationship 

between that literatun and Wegner's theory. 

Wagim'r aieory of iionic procrrms 

According to Wegner's theory of ironic processes (Wegner, 1994), any effort at 

mentai contrd necessitates two ptocesses, one that is conscious and controlled, and a 

second that is u n c o n ~ u s  and automatic. Rist, a conscious effort is made to direct 

attention to a desired state. For e m p k ,  the instruction 'don't think about cats' entails 

trying to think about something oaier than a cat. This effort is compieinented by a 

relatively automatic process that monitors against resccunences of the unwanteâ state. 

Foi example, repeatedly asking onself 5s that a cat I'm thinking of?'. This latter process 
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will tend to activate that unwanted state. Similady, if I am unhappy, I might direct 

attention to happy thoughts, but I will also keep checking myself for unhappiness at the 

same time. 

According to Wegner, tbe balance between these two efforts. the strategic and 

the automatic, explains why mental efforts sometimes fail and why, when they fail, it is 

in a direction completely contrary to Our wishes. 

The theory is of interest because it implies that mental control outcomes c m  be 

predicted on the basis of the relative contributions of conscious efforts of attention and 

the counteiproductive side-eff ect of unconsciaus monitoring efforts. It direcüy links oui 

interest in real world outcomes with the easily studied pmcess of monitoring, and 

suggests that a stuôy of the relationship between monitoring and activation may provide 

insight into both fundamental cognitive processes and pracîical problems of mental 

control. 

There are two strong predicaons made by the theory of ironic processes. The first 

is that an effoit to suppmss a thought will lead to its increased activation whenever a 

mental load intempts strategic pmcessing but leaves automatic monitoring to proceed 

unimpeded. This is &ad the hyper-accessabili effect. It cornes about because the 

strategic ability to ddecrease activation by directhg attention away from a target thought 

is vulnerable to interruptions of many kinds, whereas the automatic monitoring 

processes that increase activation of target thoughts ove? tirne are held to be less 

vulnerable (e.g., Wegner, 1- Wegner & Erber.1992; Wenrlaff & Wegnei, 2000). This 
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effect may even be responsible for obsesivo thinking about target objects (e.g., Ehlen, 

Mayou, Bryant, 1998; Morgan, Matthews, Winton, 1995; Muris, Merckelbach, 

Horsdenberg, Susenaar, Leeuw, 1997; Trinder & Salkovskis, 1994; Wegner, 1994; but 

see Purdon, 1999 for a critical review). The studies of hyper-accessbility provide critical 

support for the theory of ironic processes because the hyper-accessibility of 

'suppressed' thoughts is a necessary feature of the mental control failures that the 

theory describes These studies are of special interest (e.g. Purdon & Clark, 1999; 

Rassin, Meickelback & Muris, 2000) because the finding of hyper-accessibility is both 

countet-intuitive and contmy to findings in areas of research such as the study of 

vigilance or that of memory (e.g. Cave & WoNe, 1990; Treisman, 1991). 

The second pmdictiin is that a combination of an attempt to suppress with a 

failure of strategic contd may cause a 'suppressed' thought to reoccur more frquently 

than a thought which is concentrated upon. This is called the 'rebound effect' because 

the cessation of suppression efforts causes an apparent rebound of target thought 

frequency. Such a rebound occurs because the target thought continues to become 

increasingly active over time (due to monitoring) while the effort to direct attention 

elsewhere continues to weaken. This could lead to such things as bingeing while on a 

d# or mental h e m  problems(e.g., McCabe, 2000; Pennebaker, 1993; Polhry, 1998). 

The studies of rebound are pmnteâ to demonstrate aie relevance of the particular 

daims of ironic procms Wiy as the rebound phenornena are uniquely predicted by 

Wegnef s ironic processes theoiy. 
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Studias of the hypor-acceuibility etibct 

A study by Wegner and Eiber (1992) provides the strongest evidence for hyper- 

accessibility of monitored words. In expriment 1, participants were given a target word 

(one of house, child, mountain, or car) and asked either to think (concentrate) or not 

think about (suppress) this worâ for a penod of five minutes. At the end of this period, 

they were askeâ to free associate to words which were either related or unrelated to the 

target word, al1 the while continuing to either think or not tHnk about the target. The 

authois argue that the instructions to 'not think' about the target created an implicit 

demand for self-monitoring in order to detemine if that thought had recurred. According 

to the theory, this has the effect of increasing the activation of the target thought. 

Decrews in target thought activation result from efforts to direct attention away. 

The balance belween the hivo a n  be adjusted by adding a cognitive load. 

Almost any load wiil compromise the conscious avoidanco effort more than the 

unconsdous monitoring effort. Cognitive loads should increaw the chance of failing to 

suppress a thought when suppression is desired. In Wegner and €ber (1992). 

expriment 1, cognitive load was manipulated by giving haIf the participants a iesponse 

deadline of ten seconds and only three seconds to the other haIf. Time pressure was 

assumed to consume &tentional resources. It was hypothesized that the loss of these 

resources would not affect the autometic monitoring component, but would compromise 

the controlled direction of attention. 

Wai no time pressure, participants in the concentrate group gave more 

associates to target related wods than did those in the suppression group. For 
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example, participants asked to mink about 'mountain' wen more likeîy to provide words 

associated to 'mountain' (hill, high, top and climb) than those trying not to think about it. 

This pattern was reversed such that under time pressure it was the suppression group 

which provided more assodates. Presumably, trying not to think about a word actually 

made related words more accessible when there was a cognitive load created by üme 

pressure. 

In experiment II of the same paper (Wsgner & Eiber, l992), participants were 

again asked either to concentrate on or to suppress a target word for five minutes. They 

were then given a key-press Stroop task in which the target word, target related words 

and neutral words were al1 presented in either red or blue. Cognitive load was 

manipulated by asking participants to remember either a single digit number (low load) 

or a six digit number (high kad). 

When cognitive l a d  was low, participants asked to suppress a target word had 

similar reaction times to both target and non - target words; the authors interpreted this 

as successhrl suppression. When cognitive load was high, reaction tirnes to 

'suppressed' target words wen slower; the authors interpreted this resuit as being due 

to hyperacceasibility of aie taiget words. The load itself was presumed to change only 

the balance behneen mis activating trend and the inhibiting trend of the suppression 

efforts. 

My primary critique of mis study is that its me#& are not well suited to its 

conclusion. First of dl, aie hino-colour key-press Stroop task typically praduces a 

relaüvely srnail interference effect (Cohen's f e.25) even for cdour words such as 'Red' 
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or 'Blue'. Stmp interference is larger for colour words than for nonakur words 

(MacLeod, 1991). Since the target words, 'Mountain', 'Child', etc.. were not colour 

words and no response competitkn was created in this experiment, the amount of 

Stroop interference would be expected to be sealler than that found with colour words 

in a comparable experiment; perhaps 10-1 5 ms of intederence. In fact, although 

Wegnei and EWer (1 992) report a medium size effect, I was not able to reliaMy 

replicate their expriment II with fifty participants. 

Second, the Zeigamik effect suggests that if the instructions to suppress motivate 

participants to pay more attention to target words than do instructions to concentrate, 

this would also produce interference just as would 'hyper-accessibility'(James & 

Kendall, 1 997). 

Rnaliy, if the demand characteristics of the erperimental situation cause some 

participants to engage in meta~ognition on some trials when they are confronted by the 

target, the resultant delay would also be attributed to activation of the target word. For 

example, participants rnight sperid time reacting to the fact that the presentd stimuli is 

the target word of their monitoring effort. The Stroop paradigrn cannot distinguish 

between these causes of delayed response to target words. In othei words, the demand 

characteristics associated with combining instructions to give speciai attention to a 

target word and aie presentath of that word will definitely contribute to Stroop 

interference, but one cannot ôe cerlain that any interference is sgecificlilly attributable to 

monitoring causeâ by those inst~ctions. 
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Aitemative paradigms have provided converging evidence, but a n  themdelves 

even less restricted to Wegner's ironic process interpretation. For example, Wenzlaff, 

Wegnet and Klein (1 991 ) examined the connection between suppression and mood. 

They hypothesized that suppression targets becorne linked to the mood in which they 

occur. The thoughts of a depressed person could lead back to depression should they 

reoccur. The Wenzlaff, Wegner, and Klein (1991) study demonstrated that an attempt to 

suppress a thought c m  lead to stronger availability both of that thought and of an 

associated mood, consistent with previous findings of state-dependant memory. 

Paiücipants listeneâ to upbeat or somber music while either thinking or not 

thinking about a white bear for nine minutes. During this time they were asked to write a 

Stream of consciousness. They were then asked to spend fifteen minutes unscrambling 

anagrams and then to complete a brief questionnaire to rate their mood before being 

askeâ to try to think about a white bear for a final nine minute period, again 

accompanied by music. 

Participants given initial instructions to suppress thoughts of a white bear 

reported more white bear thoughts in the final period than those who had ohginally been 

asked to concentrate upon it. This diierence was msideraôly larger for those who 

wen exposed to the same type of music during both periods than for those exposed to 

a musicel contrast. The authors argue that music induced a maod which was then 

associativeîy linked with the suppression target. Playing the same type of music helped 

reinstate the conte* of thoughts which were linked with the target thought, and lead to 

intrusions of the thought in the final stage. 
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In experiment II of the same paper (Wenzlaff, Wegner, 8 Klein, 1991) the final 

pend was not accompanieâ by music. Mood ratings suggested that the 'suppression' 

group rated their mood at the end as being similar to the mood of the music provided in 

the first period. Participants who had been asked to express thoughts about a white 

bear in the initial period demonstrated no systematic link to the initial mood. The authors 

argued that the linkage between moad and thought was mediated by activation, again 

caused by the monitoring demands of suppression. Yet this linkage depends both on 

supposing that the demand to suppress a thought leads to its immediate enhancement 

and on the assumption that no suppression ever todc place. 

The ecologicai validity of asking participants to track their thoughts was balanced 

by the method's obvkw demand characteristics. That is, one cannot be certah that a 

pafticular mood was i n d d  or whether participant's ratings were biased by an overt 

expectation caused by the music. Similady, the obvious pairing of music and target 

could have been noticed more frequently by those subjects tiying to suppress the 

thougM than by those padicipants given the instnidion to express their thoughts. 

Because the act of suppression is difficult, participants asked to suppress may have 

been more metamnitive or refiBCliVe whereas those asked to concentrate may have 

been better abb to c k n t r a t e  on the task. fhe latter group showed less mood 

manipulation frorn the music. 

Wegner, S M ,  Blake and Page (1990) assessecl suppression efforts using less 

subjective mems. In experiment 1, üiey asked participants to record their thoughts into a 

tape recorder white tiying eithei to think or not üiink about a target word. When the 
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target word was 'sex', measured skin conductance tevel (S.C.L.) wao dramaticaly 

higher than for the neutral topics of 'dancing', 'mom' or Yheir dean'. There was no 

difference in either S.C.L. or number of reporteâ thoughts on the topic between those in 

the suppression and the concentration conditions. It seems then, that both 

concentration and suppression efforts direded towards an exciting topic increased 

S.C.L. However, as the authois suggest, it is also possible that short time peiiods do 

not provide a good test of mental control. 

In expriment III, participants were again asked to either mention or suppress aY 

occurrences of either an exciting thought ('sex') or a neutral thought ('weathet) . In this 

case, each participant was asked to tiy two thirty minute pefiods, one on each topic. 

Regardles of instruction, participants dealing with the topic of %ex8 showed higher 

S.C.L. in the first three minutes than did those dealing with weather. Across all thirty 

minutes the difference was not significant. 

The critical finding lies in two significant coneîations. For participants asked to 

suppress thoughts of sex, the number of times a participant mentioned the top* was 

positiiely conelateâ with S.C.L., and S.C.L. was conelated with the rated amount of 

time on target. This could only have corne about if S.C.L., h e m  activation, was higher 

for those participants vrho had difficuity suppressing thoughts of 'set. No significant 

conn8Ch0on between veibal respocrses and S.C.L. was found for paacipants expressing 

thougMs of %ex' or responding in either way to 'the weather'. The advantage of this 

study is that it empbyed a comparatively objective measun of the relative impact of 

instructions to think or not think about something. The limitation is that excitement or 
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stress upon receipt of those instructions may not be reflective of the presence of a 

thought itself. The instructions themselves may be causing interest, effort, or anxiety 

quite apart from the assigned thougM topic. S.C.L. measures are not sensitive to the 

presentation of individuel words because the minimum time pend for reliaMe 

measurement usually exceeds the tirne of reaction to some individual word. 

In summary, aie finding that efforts to suppress exciting thoughts can lead to 

elevated S.C.L. is in agreement with Wegnets thesis and relevant to mental control 

efforts, but is aiso open to othei interpretations. Combined with other positive results, 

there is evidence that instructions to suppress a target can cause priming. Whether or 

not this amounts to hyperaccessibility is debatable. 

Wegnets theory of ironic processes predicts that even 'successful' efforts at 

mental control can be followed by failure, because activation caused by the ongoing 

monitoring process leads to even more thinking about a target than was present before 

suppression. This is known as the rebound effect. The experimental investigation of the 

rebound effect has lead to both poslive and mgetive findings. The positive findings are 

reviewed fi rst. 

in a study by Wegner, Schneider, Carter and White (1987), participants were 

askeâ to either suppress or express al1 thoughts of a white bear for fwe minutes, and 

then asked to do the oppsite for a second Rw minute period (Expriment 1). Ouring 

both periods, they were askd to dictate the& thoughts into a microphte end, 

additionaîty, to ring a bel1 every time they thought about a white bar. 
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The 'express' group recorded more instances of a white bear than those asked to 

'suppress'. Those participants asked to express their thoughts in the first period and to 

suppress in the second recorded progressiveiy f e ~ ~  instances of 'white bear thoughts'. 

Those asked first to suppress and then to express showed an increase in target 

frequency; expressing more aioughts of a white bear than those asked to express in 

their Rmt pend. 

Experiment II of that same study (Wegner, et al. 1987) reproduced the results of 

experiment I and added the following condition. Some participants m m  asked to use 

the specific thought of a ' r d  Volkswagen' as a distraction during the suppression 

pend. This foar sed distraction eliminated the rebound effect, and participants who 

successfully concentrated upon this object showed no special tendency to think about 

the white bar. 

The auaiors argue that paiacipanîs asked to suppress thoughts of a white bear 

an, even mile sucœsshrl, building up activation of that concept. When they are 

subsequently asked to express such thoughts, this activation becornes apparent. The 

'rebound' is a result of target thought activation. Presumabîy, participants askeâ to think 

about a red Vdkswagen monitored their thoughts for this distraction instead of the 

nominai target. 

The finding of activation of a 'suppression' abject during a second pend of effort 

(and one with a different set) is not predicted by simple theofles of attention. The critical 

compaiieon of initialiy suppressed anû initially expressed targets shows a difference 

between gmups of participants each asked to direct their attention a! aie target. 
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Wegner, Erber and Zanakos (1993) examined aie possibility of rebound in the 

control of emotion. In experiment II. patticipants took part in two sessions, one week 

apatt. In one session, they were asked to write a short piece about a recent and 

personally meaningful success. In the other, they were asked to start by wnting about a 

failure. After each recall session, they were askeâ to write down their thoughts for a five 

minute period. Half were asked to try to think about the event during this period. The 

other group were asked to try not to think about it. At the end of each peiiod they were 

instnicted to continue trying to either think or not about that event while completing a 

two~colour keypress version of the Strwp task. The Stroop stimuli included the word 

'success', some success related words, the word Yailure', and words related to failure. 

On each trial, participants were asùeâ to remember a number to be reported after the 

colour of the target word. For haît the participants aiis was a two digit number (low 

mental lad) and for the othei half it was a nine digit number (high mental load). 

The high mental load slowed participants' responses; more irnportantly, it 

interacted with instruction (think or don7 think about) and type of worâ (target related or 

unrelated). When a participant had been asked to think or not to think about a 

successful life event, 'SLKXBSS' was the taiget word. In the other session Yailure' was 

the target. Wth low cognitive M d ,  responses were slowei to the target and terget 

related words üuvi to unnîated words regardless of instructional condition. However, 

under high cognitive lad, responses to target and taiget related words were much 

sbwer for participants instwted to suppress than for aiose instructed to think about 

their expience. 
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The authors argue that incieased Stroop interference from a to-bsuppressed 

word is evidence of that word's activation, and it c m  be interpreted as mental control 

failure. Less Stroop interference for target than for non-target words when asked to 

think about an experience is an example of ironic reôound. If the mental l a d  was 

simply distracting the participant, there should be no diffeience between target and non 

target words. However, the finding that then was legs interference from the words 

related to what was supposed to be thought about than for that which was supposed to 

be suppressed suggests that suppression attempts confounded by mental load can fail 

ironically. 

The weakness of this study is that Stmp responciing cannot be interpreted as a 

pure measure of concept activation (Macleod, 1 991). Relative to the low l a d  condition, 

al1 high load instruction and word type combinations showed relatively slow reaction 

times. The comparative rapidity of the responws to target words in the high load and 

'think about' c o n d i  may have reflecteâ the relaüve attention participants in this 

condition gave to the target woida Altogether, paiticipants had been asked to think 

about an expience, remember a number, and make Stroop responses. Additionally, 

they woulâ have ben æIfnionitoring their performance to ensure success on each 

ta& The Wegner et ai; (1993) interpretaüon matches only one of several logical 

possibiiities. For example, paRiCipants ovedy challenged by paradoxicai demands to 

suppress may have dediiteâ their monitoring efforts to the number task more often 

than those asked to concentrate. 
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In summary, the rebound effect predicted by Wegner (1994) has been found in 

several different contexts. These results support the unique prediction of the ironic 

processes theory and suggest broad implications, aithough the paradoxical nature of 

instructions both to suppress and to report thoughts of some target make it unlikely that 

one couM ever be certain if people actually suppressed material in the first place. 

R d a W  evickrrce from other soumm 

Evidence from other sources supports the contention that thought suppression is 

difficult and prone to failure, but fails to support the ironic processes mode1 in some 

crucial respects. Foi example, alaiough at least eight studies have replicateâ the 

general finding of a rebound effect, the number of studies which have failed to do so is 

at least as large. The studies have used a variety of methods and stimuli, but no 

systematic difference belween the group of studies has yet been unawered (Gildson, 

1998; Purdon & Clark, 2000; Wenzlaff & Wegner, 2060). 

Trinder and Salkovskis (1994) asked participants to identify a recently occunkig 

negative intrusive thougM and to record every instance of it for four days. Some 

participants were given an adatknal instruction either to suppress the thought evefy 

time it occuned, or to spenâ time thinking about it. The Yhink about' gmup did not differ 

in the number of iepor6ed taiget thought ocaimences fm a con- group who were 

asked only to record the thought when it occurred. In contras& the suppression group 

reporteci more instances than the other hm. They also rateâ their discornfort with the 

aiought (acmss the petiod) as being higher than diâ ad<eâ only to record each 

instance. 
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Trinder and Salkovskia (1994) interpret their results as agreeing with Wegner 

about the diniculties of suppression, but they disagree about the existence of a rebound 

effect. Specifically, they agree that efforts to suppress a target thought lead to its 

activation; but the difficuîty of this suppression did not increase over time as would be 

predMed by the theory. Unlike the Wegner experirnents, neither mental load nor 

changes in instructions ( such as asking for concentration after a peflod of suppression ) 

were provided, so that the value of their objections to the theory of ironic processes is 

limited. 

Their study represents a case in which the attempt to suppress a thought lead to 

a higher rate of reoccunence than did thinhg about it, but this was not caused by a 

lifting of the instruction to suppiess. It also has considerable ecological validity, because 

it used a longer time span and addresseci thoughts which might be relevant to real life 

mental contrd issues. Unfortunately, the resuîts provide only weak evidence for 

Wegnets theory because it is impossible to identify self-monitoring behavioi as the 

cruciaî variable. For example, the unwanted thoughts may have interacted with the 

instruction to suppress by engaging better prospective memory for the thought reporting 

task than was present under the control condition. Alternately, instructions to suppress 

might cause immediats enhancement of a target instead of rebound, a finding 

consistent with other research (e.g. Lavy, van Oppen & van den Hout, 1994; Salkovskis 

& Campbell, 1994). 

Rebound effects wilh neutral stimuli were akro found ôy Clark, Bal1 and Pape 

(1991) and replicated in Clark, Winton, and lhynn (1993). In both cases, participants 
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listened ta an emotionally neutral but mernorable story from a tape. Participants asked 

to suppress al1 thoughts of the story for five minutes reporteâ more thoughts about the 

story in a second f i e  minute period for which they were instructed to think freely. 

Finally, Bryant and Harvey (1 996) investigated rebound in hospital in-patients 

recovering from car accidents. Instructions to suppnss the highly saiient and negative 

thoughts of their recent accident lead to both hyperaccessibility and rebound as 

predicted. However, in addition to the demand characteristics common with other such 

studies. these participants might also have been suffenng from something quite close to 

obsessive rumination to begh with. The instructional manipulation could then have 

created a 'rebound' effect simply by intedering with the natural thought control 

mechanisms already k ing  taxed by the situation. 

There is a general bias against the publication of negative resulto. Since there 

are no (cunent) theoreticai positions that argue against the link benN88~ monitoring and 

activation of mental reprewntaüons, there may have been litHe effort to punue this 

issue. Nonethebs, severaî -dies of the rebound effect have reported (instead) 

examples of succedu1 suppression (e.g., Clark, Bal1 & Pape, 1991 ; Lavey & van den 

Hout, 1990). 

Gildson (1998) reviewed a total of seven experiments in this paradigm with 

negative results and contributed three of her own. She attempted to reproduce the 

general resub of Wegner et al. (1987) without succeui, measunng target thought 

frequency in participant% written Stream of consciousness preceâed by a five minute 
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period of either suppression or expression. Gildson's studies employed the original 

stimuli of a white bear, as well as N o  text passages. Her conclusion attributes the 

original rebound effect to experimental artifact. This in itself is not sufficient to attack the 

theocy as it might be applied to emotional charged stimuli, especially since othei 

experimenters have found rebound effects. 

Mathews and Milroy (1994) recniited thirty excessive womers and asked them to 

spend five minutes either a) wonying about the topic that generally womed them the 

most, b) avoiding thoughts about what wociied them, or c) thinking about something that 

did not worry them. At the end of the first period, ail participants were instnicted to think 

freely about whatever they wished for fiifteen minutes. During this petioâ, aiey were 

occasionally pdled to write down their current thought. No mental load was imposed. 

ûverall, worriem tepofled far more occunences of their worrying thought than did 

a control group, regardlem of instruction. More importantly, those asked to try 

suppression for five minutes di not show any rebound of woiry. In fact, al1 thme piiming 

conditions lead to similar numbem of 'wony' responses in the test period. The authors 

concluded that instrucüons to suppreas per se do not necessarÎly cause later intrusions 

of a negative thought 

Some studies have found that efforts to suppress a thought lead to an immediate 

increase in its frequency. This contradicts the rebound effect, and raises the question of 

whether paMpants wen aaualîy suppressing the âesired thought. Muris, 

MerckeIback, van den Hout, and de Jong (lm) found no evidence of either initial 

enhancement or rebound effects when participants were asked to suppress thoughts of 
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an unpleasant narrative. However, participants asked to read and then suppress 

thoughts of a neutral version of the same story showed an immediate increase in the 

number of taiget related thoughts over participants asked to express such thoughts. 

Not only did the failure to find a rebound effect with negative materials wntradict 

other evidence (Wenzlaff, Wegner, (L Roper, 1988). it is particularly damaging in that the 

emotionally charged story should have produced exactly those conditions of motivation 

and high activation that would k, expected to cause rebowid. 

Lavey and van den Hout (1990) also found an imrnediate increaeo in reported 

target thought frequency when participants were Wed to suppress such thougMs. 

Using a presentation of a short piece of text as a prime (as per Clark, Ball and Pape, 

1991 ; Clark, Winton, Thynn, 1993), they asked participants to either suppress their 

thougMs or suppress their thoughts using a specific distraction. In both cases there 

were no signifiant rebound effects, although the number of reported thoughts was 

higher for those suppressing without a distraction. Wegner's theory of ironic processes 

predicts that afîer making a suppression effort there should have been activation of that 

target aiought, whereas the indusion of a specifii distractor would be expected to be 

helpful (Wegner, et al., 1987; Wegner, 1994). The discrepancy between these studies 

and that of Clark, Ball &xi Pape (1991) wiY be refened to again in the discussion of the 

attention literature. 

In summary, there is evidence for the difficulty of suppression and its tendencies 

for failure as predicted by Wegner but there are no repoited direct replications of 

Wegner and Erber (1992), and there are studies which failed to do so. It seems that. at 
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best, the ironic processes theory predicts the failure of suppression efforts but does not 

describe th8 circumstances leading to failure with enough piecision to resohre empirical 

disagreements 

Monitoring and attantion 

Wegner's theory stands alone as the only cognitive theory created to expliciUy 

account for difficulties of mental control. However, its predictions are based upon 

several daims about the characteristics of monitoring processes. Specificallly, the theory 

of ironic processes depends upon the strategic and efforthil qualities of attention and 

the automaticity and resource-free nature of monitoring. Previous research has 

employed attention and monitoring in a wiâe vanety of tasks; the findings are contrasted 

with the daims of Wegner (1 994). 

Vigiknco 

Histotically, the limitations of vigilance were lrst seen in dichotic listening 

experiments. Participants asked to monitot messages presented to one ear while a 

second message was piayed to the other could easiiy rememôer the attendeâ message 

but not that of the 'ignoredm one (Wood & Cowan, 1995). In this sense monitoring seems 

to be effortful end voluntaiy. And 'to be ignored' material does not become accessible. 

The eviâence f& visual search task ako contradicts Wegner's (1994) daim 

that continued monitoring increases activation of a target. Visual searches are so 

efficient that some authois suggest thet they may k c a M  out in parailel, yet they 

typically show effects of fatigue instead of hyperaccessibli. That is, having to carry out 

a visual search will usually become more difficult over time, and sensiüvity decreases 
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when tasks are made more difficult or load is imposed (ag. Treisman, 1991 ; Cave & 

Wolfe, 1990). 

The question for this thesis is whether a self directed and implicit monitoring 

process has the characteristics of being automatic and relatively effortless as proposed 

by Wegnei (1 994). These characteristics a n  opposite to those of monitoring processes 

describeci in the vigilance and attention literature. fhere are two reasons to suppose 

that self directed monitoring might not be different; (1) aieoretical simplicity and (2) that 

the availability of such an effortless and privileged process would have b e n  evident in 

studies where paying attention to a target was actually compromised by cognitiwe load 

(8.g. Rsk & Schneider, 1981 ). 

Memoty 

Thought suppression has been represented in the memory literature in several 

ways. First, the Freudian idea that an unwanted thought may be forgotten or difficult to 

retrieve has been a top& of perennial interest Second, the study of dirocted forgetting, 

being asked not to remembet paRiarlat stimuli, seems to parallel the sluation of a 

participant asked not to thinlc about something. Finaliy, some studies of prospective 

memory have producd similar results to the thought suppression Merabire. 

Freudan psychology was based on the argument that even when unwanted 

thoughts c m  be successfully removed from consciousness, they may continue to have 

an impact on subsequent thinking. The mechanisms of this process are d b l t  to study 

under laboratory conditions because it is unethicai to mate situations so unpleasant 

that they are likely to be applied. Although thete is a histoiy of looûing for evidence of 
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repression in the laboratory (SM reviews by Erdelyi, 1990; Holmes, 1990) the 

consensus is that it has not been shown. 

In a sense, the theocy of represaion sentes as an alternative to the theory of 

ironic processes because it holds that truly unwaMed stimuli will not becorne more 

accessible or likely to rebound into consciousness. It is suggestive that the failed 

repression experiments did not find the effects piedicteci by ironic processes. Instead, 

using a variety of methods, they found initial priming of unpleasant test stimuli followed 

by graduai forgettkrg. Reconsidering the Bryant and Harvey (1996) study involving 

people recovering from car accidents, it seems important that there was no test of any 

long tenn outcorne. 

Suppression, the conscious counterpart to repression, is also quite limited in its 

impact. Simply asking a participant to forget paiticular stimuli doesn't seem to work. 

Studies of directeâ forgetting (0.g. Bjoik, 1989) have shown that recall of 'to be 

forgotten' stimuli is poor relative to Yo be remembered' stimuli, but that the difference is 

almost certainly (see McLeod, 1997) due to differences in effort at the time of encoding 

and not to successful inhibition of the stimuli. Apparently, the instruction 'do not 

remembet does not produce a monitoring process to check to see if stimuli are being 

remembered. ~lthough; in that there are usually multiple stimuli in a memory test, this is 

a different fom of evidence from that presented by Wegner, there would seem to be a 

The study of prospecthre memory has  also genemtd fesuits inconsistent with 

the hypothesis that monitoring is automatic. Participants asked to overtly monitoi for the 
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appearance of a target word while performing a competing task (e.g. McDaniel, 

Robinson-Riegler, & Einstein, 1998; Einstein (L McDaniel, 1 996) show priming for that 

target word and related words. The monitoring dws not, howeve, create ongoing 

hyperaccesability of the target or a rebound of its activation. In fact the monitoring 

target c m  be forgotten. Overall, prospective memory appean to be sensitive to the 

same factors as tetrospective memory (Brandimonte & Passolunghi, 1994; Maentylae, 

1 993, Maylor, Chater, b Brown, 200 1 ). 

Especially relevant to the present study, Guynn, McDaniel, and Einstein (1 998) 

found that participants asked to monitor for a word showed les$ priming under divided 

attention. In short, explicl directions to monitor for a stimulus are sensitive to divisions 

of attention or other capacity limitations. However, this result is not immediately 

applicable to mental contrd situations because the Guynn el el. (1998) study was 

ove* a memory test. The demand characteristics of their experimental situation may 

have led to participants making extra efforts to attend under low ked but little effort 

under high lad. Additionaîly, this tepoit on monitoring was based on a small number of 

observations p r  participant, with memory accuracy (quite low) as aie only measure. 

The theory of imic piocesses depends upon a diierence between implicit and 

explicit directions to monitor. Explicl directions to do anything lead to strategic and 

effortful direction of attention; they also lead to automatic monitoring for failures of 

attention. Wegner (1 994) argues that asking a person to suppress a thought will lead to 

an impkit demancf to monbi; expmientally Wegner and Erber (1 992) exp(icitly askeâ 

participants to monitor aieir üioughts Mile also generating an implici demand for 
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monitoring by asking t h m  to suppress. In the Einstein and McDaniel experiments 

participants were askeâ to explicitly monitor for a target word without any implicit 

demand at all. The simplest possibility is that if the same monitoring processes are used 

in all cases; the balance of evidence would then suggest that monitoring is not 

automatic or capacity free. 

There is one other aspect of prospective memory research which rnay be 

considered in light of the theory of ironic processes. Manh, Hicks and Bink (1 998) found 

priming for target words related to uncompleted scripts. For example, participants were 

able to recall what target words they were monitoring for even when they were poor at 

making responses to ptesentations of the target word. The Manh et al. (1 998; also see 

Goschke (I Kuhl, 1993) resulb argue that the ongoing and uncornpleted demand for 

repoiting could itself create priming of target words. This raises the possibility that when 

the studies designeci to test the theocy of imic  processes made explicit d8r~1and~ for 

reporting the presence of targets worâs, participants were in fact engaging in a 

prospective memory task. The supposed requirements for thought monitoring and 

control may have been overwhelmed by aie effect of this overt reporting task. On this 

interpretation, the only mal âiierence between 'concentrate' and 'supprerrs' conditions 

may be in memoly for the repofting tedG 

This explmation is particulady suiteâ for explaining the phenomenon of reôound. 

If instructions to 'think about lead to a feeling that the intention has been satisfied or 

completed, priming w i l  tend to decrease. lnst~ctions to 'not think about', however, 

could become vecy well reheaised and reinforced by participants experiencing diiculty 
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with suppression. But thinking about the reporting task is thinking about the target and 

contrary to the theory of ironic ~~OCBSSBS, the monitoring demands of the task may have 

little or nothing to do wiai the results oôtained. 

Attantiori 

An additional criiicism of ironic processes theory may be found in studies of 

divided attention. Wegner's theory states that any effort at mental control depends upon 

the premise that the monitoring process is relatively unaffected by other uses of mental 

resources. The literature which describes divided attention tasks does not entireîy 

support this view; it pdmarily describes the difficulty d peitomiing more than one task at 

a time. 

Spelke, Hirst, and Neisser, (1976) asked participants to read text passages while 

taking dictation. Although al1 participants could perfonn adequately on each task atone, 

extensive practice was required before boai tasks could be handled simultaneously with 

any success. The authon contend that the combination of two taska initially requires 

more than the available reeoums. The effect of practiœ was b automatize each task 

until fewer attentional resoums wem requiied. Wegner's tasks were not as difficult and 

did not requin making overi responses to each at aie same time, but the difficulties in 

Spelke, Himt and Neisser (1 916) am suggestive. Initialfy, mental contrd failures migM 

result fiom limitations of effort in boai pmœsses, not only fmm failure of the effohl 

direction of attention. However, mental control difficulties should reduce as practice 

increases the automatic'i of both directive and monitoring processes, in which case the 

theory wouid be a poor mode1 of long term thought suppression difficulties. 
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Posner and Snyder (1 975) suggest that a process be considered automatic if it is 

concealed from consciousness. is unintentional, and consumes few attentional 

resources. Since the Spelke et al., (1 976) result, most theoretical perspectives on 

attention have agreed that multiple tasks can be performed so long as they do not 

exceed attentional capacity (8.g. Kahneman, 1973). Automatic and controlled processes 

should normally be concurrently available ( NaBtanen, 1990). 

This is a critical point for the present study. It is impomnt to test how automatic 

monitoring processes are, and to see if aie effect of monitoring claimed by Wegner 

(1 994) can be shown in less cornplex situations. A test of monitoring under conditions of 

divided attention would provide the best indication of the interaction of mental load with 

the activation causeâ by suppression. McDaniel, Robinson-Riegler, and Einstein (1 998) 

explicitly asked paftkipants to monitor for particulai wods in a long list. They found that 

participants detecteâ fewer target woids under mental load. This is opposite to the 

results reporied by Clark, Pape and Ball(1991). 

Theorles of priming distinguish between a fast acting, automatic component and 

a slow acting controlkd cmponent (e.g., Neely, 1991). The fast acting component may 

operate without conscious awareness (Cowan, Winkler, Teder, (L NflaMnen, 1993; 

Marcel, 1983) end cert&nly without conscious direction (Neely, 1977). It is likely to 

cause a relativeiy srnail priming effect. The skwer component is driven by expectation 

and stmtegy. Instnicong a participant to suppress a thought is likely to generate priming 

of both types. That is, responses to target words may M e r  from responses to non- 

target words both from the activation of target woids and the processing strategies 
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participants may adopt. 

The priming literahire contahs a nurnber of situations analogous to that 

describeci by the aieoiy of ironic processes. Foremost, the study of expectation effects 

seems to relate directly to the monitoring processes involved in Wegner's theory. To 

expect something is to look foi its occurrence, or to hold it in mind in light of its 

probability of occurring. This is the same as monitoring for something as described by 

Wegner (1994). However, the priming Iiterature includes demonstrations of strategic 

effects caused by the implicit demands of expectancy. This is an advantage over the 

oveit and conflicting demand characteristics created in the studies of the ironic process 

theory. 

Neely (19ïï) presented categoiy word primes (BIRD, BOOY, BUILDING, and 

XXXX) and within category word targets (Win, am, attic, etc...). This allowed 

simultaneous testing of bai relatedness priming and prirning based on expectations 

formed by pairing words f m  the BODY category with the prime BUILDING, and those 

from the BUILDING category wiüi the prime BOOY. He found that although there was 

an effect of relatedness (ie. BlRD primes robin or BODY prime a n )  regardless of 

training, associations betMHM unrelated categories and targets could also cause 

prirning at long (2000 ms ) SOA For example, after repetition, BODY could prime atüc 

and BUILDING could prime a m  based on a strategic use of expected association. 

Tweedy, Lapinski, and Schvaneveldt (1 9n) demonstrated a more general 

method for controlling ûxpectancy. They varied the proportion of piunes (e.g. DOCTOR) 

which were semanticaily related to targets (e.g. NURSE) in a lexical decision task. 
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fhere were no explicl directions to monitor for prime to target relatedness - any 

monitoring should have been directeâ towards task performance. They found that 

priming increased with the propotlion of related primes (also found in Neely, Keefe & 

Ross, 1989; Keefe & Neely, 1990). The authon explained that participants leam to 

expect target words in the high relatedness proportion conditions. Altering the ratio of 

words to non-words affects the strength of this relationship (Neely & Keefe, 1989), 

presumably because non-words proporlionately discourage expectation of paiticular 

word targets. 

The relatedness proporlion effect is not without complication. The pattern of 

prhing in which responses to related word targets are facilitated is complimented by 

priming due to delayeâ regponses to unrelatted word targets. The former can be 

explained by direct activation of target worûs, whereas the latter is primarily attributed to 

the effects of expectency (Keefe & Neely, 1990). There are other post lexical processes 

which mate priming, for example coherence chWng ( W e r ,  1980; de Groot, 1984), 

backwards priming (Koriat, 1981), cue combination (Ratcliff & McKoon, 1988). and 

decision speed feeâback (Heath, 2000) but the variables which control this type of 

priming should be constant in the experiments reported later. 

The relatednes$proportion effect is therefore a pedect test case for theories 

about monitoring. Strength of expectancy is both conWllaMe and measurabk. The 

demand characterisücs of a leucal decision task i t W  are not great. Participants in 

lexW decision tasks have not been overtly instmcted to monitor for expected target 

words (Marsh & Landau, 1995) yet show priming of words that are expected, h e m  
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monitored. Finally, the task as stated requires only a single key press response. On this 

context it should be possible to m e s s  the effect of mental load on monitoring because, 

unlike the Wegner experiments, one is adding only one additional task. 

Critique of W a g m  

Even accepting the evidence presented for the theory of ironic processes, there 

are alternative explanations to consider. lronic processes theory states that mental 

control depends upon a particular balance of attention and monitoring; other reseaich 

has concluded that monitoring is subject to capacity limitations similar to attention. The 

interpretation of support for ironic processes theory depends upon whether a distinction 

between implicit and explicit monitoring cm be drawn, and whether implicit monitoring is 

automatic. 

Consider the possibility that participants cannot suppress a thought. monitor for 

its occurrence, and deal with a mental lad while recording their thoughts or responding 

in a Stroop task. In this case, Viey need not be responding to an aftereffect of 

monitoring but only to the demand charactefistics of the situation. An astute participant 

could direct ail available attention towards the target thought even while giving less 

effort to aie task of reporting its occurrence. Subsequent implicit tests would then bear 

the appeanince of a 'rebound' of activation from artificially low 'censorecf levels. 

The hypemccessibility of a 'suppressed' thought may be explained by an implicit 

demand to look for the target word, but it may also have been caused by the explicit 

demand to report thought occurrences. More simply, there may have been explicit 

monitoring of the target worâ cauaed by the demand characteristics of the experimental 
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situations. 

It is also important to consider the hypothesis that the instruction to suppress 

could be more motivating or more interesting than instructions to concentrate. In this 

case, aie monitoring effort which cornes with suppression may have nothing to do with 

the outcorne: participants may think about the target because it is more interesting to do 

so. What is needed is a test with relatively weak demand characteristics and with les$ 

splitting of attention ovei tasks so that the outcome can be more carefully attributed to 

the instructions given to the participant. 

Demand characteristics may anse in oaier ways as well. Marsh, Hicks, and Bink 

(1998) found that participants expecting to have to perform actions in the Mure showed 

priming of words related to aiose actions. Instructions to report aie occurrence of 

'suppreSSBd' thoughts rnay have lead to priming of the target words in ways not related 

to monitoring effort. To properly assgi the observed prHning effects to the operation of 

monitoring processes, it is criticel to generate experiments which lead to monitoring 

processes withouî such widespread demands. 

Wegner's theory is distinguished by two key predictions. First it leads to the 

predicüon of a rebound effect when attempts to suppreso a state are followed by 

atternpts to express it. "is a g w  with aie dinical picture of intrusive unwanted 

thoughts, but the evidence is mheâ on whether mis occum in expefimental settings. 

Second, mental load is pmdicted to increase the effect of such a reôound effect. This is 

opmite to the general finding of the dhided attention literature which suggests that 

effort direcYed towards a second task will either have no effect or will decrease the effort 
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and effect of monitoring if monitoring capacity is exceeded. 

thoughts, and expected to mnitor them may react to memtal load in any nurnber of 

ways, induding the failure of at least one of those efforts. Wegnets own research has 

assumed that instructions to suppress mate an implicit demand for monitoring, but 

measured aie effect of this by adding erplicit directions to reporl 'suppressed' thoughts. 

These reporthg instructions most likely lead to priming themsehres. The distinction 

between implicit and explicit demands made by instructions to suppress or concentrate 

upon a thought may help link the phenomena to the broader litereture - which ha$ b e n  

restricted to purely implicit demands. It may also explain some of the variation between 

studies of the reôound effect. Even though none of the sbdies reviewed above were 

based upon participants being explicitty asked to show rebound or hypemcc~ssibility 

affects, the instwdons in different studies rnay have varied in the strength of their 

implicit demand characteristics. 

There is also the quesaon of whether al1 rnonitoiing targets are the same. Erdeiyi 

(1 994) suggests that negative stimuli may have a special efîect not present with neutral 

stimuli. As wdl, complex searches, such as those with multiple targets, are more 

effortful aian simple searches (Treisman, 1991; as admitteci in Wegner, 1994). The 

success of a diet could then hinge upon whether one is atternpting to censor al1 possible 

thougMs of food or instead jwt to avoid thinking of a wondemil and available chocolat0 

desse R. 
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According to Wegnei, a general monitoring process is les$ likely to activate any 

particulsr concept, while a specific one is quite difficult to suppress. Any experiment 

described in terms of the theoiy of ironic processes wuld then be described both as a 

division of effort (monitoring and supptessing and reporting and remembering a 

numbei ... ) and as the outcorne of a suppression target being either general or specific. 

Yet there has been no evidenœ presented for this latter point. At an orlhographic level 

the word 'car' is quite specific, while at another levd it refers to an extremely 

heterogenous group. This study does not address the point n whether participants 

asked to suppress a thought are monitoting foi a general or a specifii event on the 

supposition that they ought to be unconscious of aie effort (as entaileci by automaticity). 

The theory of ironic processes fails to describe the stimuli and situations which are most 

likely to lead to its predicted effects. 

Prodictions 

The goal of the piesent study was to examine the contention that monitorirg is 

automatic. To this end, lexical tasks were used to meawre priming caused by demands 

to monitoi that were either implici (expriment 1) or explkit (experiments 11, III. IV). 

lronic pmcess theory predicts aie activation of monitored words. Instructions to 

monitoi, like hrrtnicaoru, to think about something, should lead to more activation aian 

instructions not to monitor. Howevet, cogniüve load shou# teverse this pattern. In al1 

cases, the resulting activation would be measutable as priming of lexical dedsion word 

targets. 
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The theory has no reai grounds to predict a difference in priming due to changes 

in the strength of monitoring demand, but is not inconsistent with this. Taken literally, 

voluntary, explicitly directeci, priming should not be stronger than automatic, implicitly 

directed, priming. Finally. the addiion of cognitive load should not affect the magnitude 

of priming caused by monitoring alone. Since aie present study does not direct 

particiqants to 'not think' about any particulai target, there should be no rebound effect. 

In contrast. the general theoiy of attention does not differentiate between implicit 

and explicit demands to monitor for stimuli. so pflming is predicted to be equal in both 

cases. Furthemore, attention is generally conceded to be at least somewhat voluntary, 

implying that explicit directions to prime should be successful, but a l o  that priming due 

to monitoring shoulâ be expected to decrease when there is a cognitive lad. 

EXPERlMEiW I 

The goal of the first expriment is to produce priming using only implicit dernands 

to monitor. This provides a basis for cornparison (same stimuli) with the explicit 

demands used in the later experiments. Previous experiments have demonstrated a 

relateâness proportion effect with the lexical decision task. The relatedness proportion 

effect occun because paiacipants are senslive to the relationship between primes and 

targets (Neely, 1991). Participants confmnted with a high proportion of related pairs 

corne to expect such pairs. 

This overail expectatiorr may lead to looking for related targets ( a monitoring 

proceas) Men a prime 1s presented, or simply hoiding the prime in mind Men 

considering the target (simple rnemory). The likdihood of ôoth should increase with 
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relatedness proportion. However, the effect of each process could potentially change 

over time. For instance, the longer one engages in monitoring for a target word, the 

greater the priming for that word (as per Shiffrin & Atkinson, 1969). Mernoty, be 1 

access to lexical knowledge or sirnply short terni activation, should not be expected to 

change in its effect within the time frame of a single lexical decision trial. As discussed 

earlier, several theories successfully predict the relatedness proportion effect (Neeîy, 

1994), but none generally specify the size of the interaction of relatecinesis proportion 

and SOA. 

Previous research has shown the relatedness proportion effect at a variety of 

SOA but has not revealeâ the nature of thb interaction dearly enough to predict the 

stiength of any relatedness propalion eff ect interaction with SOA. Specifically , although 

the effect is larger at longer SOA, this may be amibutable to increased faciliition (e.g. 

Favreau & Segalowitt, 1983; Neely, Keefe & Ross, 1990) or to increased interference 

(0.0. de Groot, 1984). This is important for the present study in N o  ways. Rist, the 

pattern of response latemies to related, unrelated and non-word targets may help 

separate evidem for different theodes of the nature of expectancy. If aie relatedness 

proportion effect leads to a cost in responding to unrelated targets, as well as facilitation 

of related tagets, this will help support the notion that monitoring makes a signifiant 

contribution to the relatedness propaon effect, a finding which can be usehrlly 

generaîized in the later experiments. Second, there is a practical to testhg which 

SOA leads to the largest relatedness proportion effect - the lerger the effect the better 

the power for the following studies which shan, that SOA. 
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The two SOA to b useâ are 500 and 1500 ms. The short SOA is longer than 

needed by an average reader to read the prime word of a lexical decision trial and 

generate an appropriately related target. The long SOA was chosen pragmatically to 

give an opportunity for more strategic processing than possible at the short SOA while 

not extending the time frarne of the entire expriment to a length which would confound 

the two conditions with differential fatigue. An increase in priming at the long SOA would 

also support the conclusion that monitoring is subject to voluntary control. Experirnents 

11, III, and IV will use the SOA that genenites the most priming. 

Mrnad 

Ove~imw 

The experirnental design was similar to Neely and Keefe (1 989). Participants 

were asked to make lexical dedsions to target strings preceded by primes. Targets 

were words related to the prime, unrelated to the prime, or nonwords. The ditference in 

average response times between related and unrelated target words is called priming. 

This expriment varies relatedness proportion and SOA. 

Participants 

Fifty-four undergraduates from the University of Toronto at Scerborough 

volunteered to participate in this experiment, receiving either cwrse credit or a payment 

of five dollars. Since proficiency in English is necessary to show reliaMe irnplicit 

priming, al1 participants were first asked to fiII out a questionnaire (see Appendix 8) to 

report their first language, yeam using English, and other indikators of English use. Four 

participants were exduded on the basis of self-reported language dekits. Another five 
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were excluded on the basis of making more than ten percent errors (enors include 

response times that were more than three standard deviations stower than the 

population mean). This left foity-fve participants equally divided between three 

conditions. 

Materials 

A set of 150 related prime-target pain (see Appendix A) were selected from the 

Shapiro and Palermo (196û) noms. A! programming was done in C++ using the 

Borland Graphic Interface. For every participant a random selection of one third of the 

target words (50) were replaced with nomnrords. Oepending on the erperimental 

condition, either 20,50 or 80% of the 100 related word pairs were then scrambled 

(randomly for each participant) to produce unrelated prime-target pain. FinaMy, the 

order of prime-target pairs was randomized for each participant. 

Apparatus 

Two IBM PCcompatible (486-66) cornputen were used. each with 14 inch cdour 

VGA moniton. Responses were made on reguiar keyboarâs. 

Design 

The design was a mixed factoriai design wi# three types of lexical decision 

target (related mxd. u-ated word, nonword), two levels of SOA (500 rns and l5ôô 

ms), and three different proportions of prime-target relatedness (20,50,80%). The fiist 

two factors were within subject, the last was between subjed. 

Ptocedum 

Participants were testeâ indidually. They were greeted and asked for their 
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informed consent. The English use screening questionnaire was administered, followeâ 

by computer displayed instructions introducing the lexical decision task: 

"You are going to b asked to meke a series of judgements about 

strings of text like BEECH or BECCH. Your task is to press the 

YES key if a word has been presented and the NO key otheiwise. 

Each target string will be p1BCBd8d by a prime to which you make 

no response. You will be given a demonstration and some practice". 

The instructions were repeated out loud by both the experimenter and the participant at 

this point, after which a demonstration took place. This was in tum followed by a 

practice period of 30 trials and one last repetition of the instructions. 

Each trial was initiated by the presentation of a fixation point foi 200 ms. This 

was followeâ by presentation of the prime for 250 ms, a blank screen for either 250 ms 

or 1250 ms (SI), and the target woid, which remained onscreen until a keypress 

response was made. The main expriment consisted of two counterbalanced blocks of 

180 trials, one at each SOA. Non-word targets were presented on one third of all trials. 

Participants were randomly assigned to conditions in which either 20,50 or 80% of 

target words were associatively related to the primes. Responses more than thres 

standard deviaaons longer than average were removed from the data. 

Resuiîs 

Data from the first 30 trials (practicO), and fmm triais wiai reaction times shorter 

than 300 ms or longer than 2.5 standard deviations above each participant's conditional 

average wem al1 excluded (about 3% of the âata). This was done to preserve the 
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normality of resporse latencies in each condiion for each subject. 

An overall analysis of variance found a significant 3 way interaction between 

relatedness proportion, SOA, and type of target, E(4,84) = 2.38, ~=.05, MSE 18469. 

Consequently the data are presented separately for the short SOA first (Table l), the 

long SOA second (Table 2), and the statistics for the overall effect of SOA presented 

Table 1 

Mean correct response latencies and standard deviations bv tamet hrPe and 
relatedness ptpportion in exneriment I. SOA 500ms 

. . 

At the SOA of 500 ms, priming is significant across al1 conditions, E(1,42) =36.2, 

pc.01, MSE = 1289, and then is an interaction between the size of priming (taken as 

the difference in response latemies when the tafget is related or unrelateci to aie 

prime), and the proportion - of relateâ taiget words E(2.42)~ 3.66. Q s.03, = 1289. 

The difference belween priming at 20 and 50% is not significant, E<1, but the average 

of priming at 20% and 50% is legs than that at 809C, E(1,42) ~7.21, p.01. Priming is 

significant even at the 2096 relatdness proportion, E(1,14) r22.7,0c.01. 
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There w a  no systematic effect of relatedness proportion on reaction times to 

words, E(2,42)= 1 .18, Q r.33, ==24522 or non-words , E (2,42) = 1 .14, Q =.a, 

Table 2 

At the longer SOA, the main effect of priming is again significant, E(1,42) = 43.9, 

~e.01, MSF=lM4.38 and interacts with relatedness pioporh'on, E (2,42) 4 . 1  7, pc.01. 

Once again, the 20 and 50% relatedness conditions do not differ in priming, E4, but 

their average does differ from the priming found in the 80% condition, E(1,42) =9.73, 

p<.o1. 

Relatedness proportion ad not systematically change reaction times to words, 

F(2,42)=1.24, p.3, 30182.04 or non-words, Ee1. - 
Effect ot Stimulus 0n#t A8ynchrony 

The amount of priming wm not systematicalîy aff8cted by SOA, E (1,42) =Io?, 

p.199, MSE=i O1 6.16, nor was then, a main effect of SOA on reacüon times, Ec1. 

Block order for SOA did not interad with any other variable, a# Es < 1. The three way 
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interaction reportecl at the beginning is best expîained as a difference in which 

relatedness proportion leads to higher variation and slightly more priming at the long 

SOA than at the short one (the significant interaction is the linear by quadiatic contrast). 

Error Data 

Because parîicipants were removed on aie basis of e m ,  and because very 

long response times were trimmed from the data, there is no appropriate analysis for 

e m  rates. In any case, using ANOVA with the proportion of enon as a dependent 

measure, the likelihood of lexical decision task erors does not Vary significantly by 

SOA, E (1,42) = 2.04, p = .16, M e 4 . 4 2  or by proportion of related words, E c 1, even 

when the participants removed from the general iesults on the basis of enors are 

considered. There is an effect of target word type, E(2,42)=24.42, pc.Ol.M-=3.56 

such that there were more eron responding to non-words than to woids. €mi 

propoitions may be seen in Tabîe 3. 

Table 3 

Promrtion of enors bv SCIA . RP. and waet word h m  in a m ~ ~ ~ t  1 
sQumM mumma 

Se n r e w  w o d  d 
20 .O2 -02 .O6 .O1 -03 .O6 
50 .O3 .02- .O5 .O1 .O3 .O4 
80 -02 .O3 .O7 .O2 .O2 .O7 
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Discuuion 

Adding one second to the delay ôetween the prime and target did not change the 

amount of priming. Mon irnportantly, the relatedness propoiüon effect was present at 

both the long and short SOA. Specifically, there was considerably more priming when 

eighty percent of target words were related to their primes than when this was twenty 

percent. 

The presence of a three way interaction of SOA, priming and RP suggests that 

the apparent difference in pattern of response latencies between the two tables goes a 

liWe deeper than a simple difference in priming. This interaction is particularly sensitive 

to the fact that at the fast SOA the interaction of related word latencies and RP is 

characterized by a lineai increase, while at the longer SOA this is not the case (please 

see Tables 1 and 2). 

For present putposes I will divide the üieories of priming in lexical decisions into 

three classes, and explain how the present data supports the inte~retation that 

monitoring played an important mle in the observed prirning. 

The first theory of lexical decision pnming is that of an automatic spread of 

activation from the prime to related target words. For example, swing a worâ such as 

'HOT primes a participant to make a bord' responw to the associated word 'COLD'. 

This almost certainly contributes to the priming found in the present study, but fails to 

account for severai of the key patterns. Rrst of dl, average reaction times are higher 

when pnming (the difference between related and unrelated word targets ) is large than 

when it is small. The facilitation caumd by automatic spread of activation should predict 
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the opposite. Second, the aieory does not account for the size of the increese in priming 

when a high propofion of targets are related to their primes. Finally, automatic spread 

of activation does not predict priming cauaed by a cost in responding to unrelated 

targets. For this reason, the present results, akhough ieflecüng automatic spreading 

activation. can be confidently attributed to differences in strategic proœssing. 

A similar line of reasoning can be used to argue against the importance of post 

lexical pmcesses in the strategic part of priming (0.g. Ratcliff & McKoon, 1988). A p s t  

lexical theory suggests that a lexical decision cm be facilitated by information created 

by the joint cues created by reading boai prime and target. For example, noticing that a 

prime and target are related implies that both are words, which facilitates making a 

lexical decision. Without otherwise debating the meiits of such theories, I wiY again 

point out that the maximum pnming in the relatedness propodon effect seems to result 

from a cost imposed on unrelated word targets, not a facilitation of related targets. 

This cost is most easily explained by aie expectancy theory of priming; that 

participants given an implicit demand by a high proportion of related primes are 

motivated to generate associatsd words when confronted by primes (Keefe & Neely, 

1990; Neely, Keefe, & ROSS, 1989). When the achial target woid is presented some 

facilitation might occur i! it matches, as described by the automatic and post lexical 

process theofles, but the bulk of prkning is created as a cost to the 'unexpected' 

unrelated target words. This is matched by an attendant cost in responding to non word 

targets as well. 
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The aire of this expectancy explanation is that patticipants hold a prime 

associated word in mind, and looû for its occumwice on screen as the target word. This 

monitoring creates priming. The primary result of expeiiment I is to replicate the 

relatedness proportion effect, suggesting that an implicit demands to monitor do cause 

priming, and can be controlled. In contrast to the Wegner paradigm experiments, this 

demand is both simple and direct. Paficipants were asked to respond to the lexicality of 

target strings. Prirning was a result of attentive processes initiated by the stimuli 

thernselves. Although the argument might be made that looking for a related target word 

on the screen is exogenous and therefore different from the endogenous monitoring 

implied by Wegner (1 994). neither ironic processes theory nor its suppofting literature 

has made this distinction in considering previous tests and memures. The second 

successful aspect of this expriment is simply the finding that the relatedness proportion 

effect at the long SOA provides ample priming for cornparison with experiments 11, 111, 

and IV. 

There are several shortcomings with the use of an irnplicit task to direct attention. 

First, participants may have engaged in a number of possible processes or 

combinations of processes in order to respond to the le- decision task (Neely, 1991). 

Even with confidence mat monitoring is invohred, aie contributions of other processes 

reduce the aôility to relate results from this paradigm to those reported by Wegner. 

Specifically, Mile automatic spreading of activation finn a prime to a target word 

should account foi roughly the same amount of priming in eadi conâ i i .  p s t  lexical 

processes also contribute to priming, and their piecise contribution cm only be inferied 
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as less than dominant by the difference between increased cost to unrelated primes and 

facilitation of related targets. 

A second shortcoming follows from the argument that an SOA of 500 ms does 

not test the automaticity of a process. The long SOA condition (1 500 ms) cleariy falls 

within the range of strategic processes, however there is no agreed upon lower 

boundary for the length of time strategic processes should take. P osner and Snyder 

(1 975) found that an animal classification task was not affectecl by the proportion of 

positive and negative responses with a SOA of 500 ms. At the time this was argued to 

indicate that only automatic ~~OCBSSBS ocwned in this Hme frame. Neely (1 991) 

proposed that attentional processes were ineffective at an SOA of 250 ms, and weak at 

an SOA of 500 ms. Using methodology like that of experiment I, Den Heyer, Briand, & 

Dannenbring (1 983) failed to find a relateâness proportion effect at a 75 ms SOA. 

Henik et al (1 994) did find a relatedness proportion effect at an SOA of 200 ms, but 

Stoltz and Neely (1995) did not. Meanwhile, Perea and Gotor (1997) daim to have 

found the effect at a SOA of 83 ms. This last finding was of a 67 ms priming effect, 

which, if it had been present, is sizable enough to have been detected wilh a minimum 

of .9 probability in any of the other expeiiments c W .  It is possible that this study is not 

relevant because Spanish may not be a good mode1 for English stimuli because of the 

phonetic regularity of that language. 

The question of automaücii is relevant because of the lack of difference in 

priming between the two SOAs. If priming at the 500 ms SOA could be intepreted as 

depending upon relatively automatic processes, then any distiWon between Wegner's 
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automatic and strategic monitoring could be challenged. Since such an interpretation is 

not possible, it is important to consider whether the present results diffenntiate any 

models. 

Wegner's hypothesis is that an ongoing monitoring process increases priming. 

Attentional theory suggests that priming occurs as a result of keeping the relevant item 

activated - priming should not differ so long as an SOA is long enough to place an item 

in memory and short enough mat the item is likely to remain there. The interaction 

between SOA, priming, and relatedness proportion Cari be said to give weak support to 

the attentional model because the strength of demand to monitor led to changes in 

prirning Mile length of time during which a taiget wod WBO monitored did not. 

Prirning is usually used in cognitive experiments as a relatively unoôtnrsive and 

non reactive way to measure pmessing differences maiout gMng directive cues to 

participants. In the context of a mental control experiment there is an obvious 

advantage in using the dernand charactefl8b.ics of a priming task as part of the 

experirnentai manipulation - it simplifies the interpretation of subsequent events 

considerably. As a criticism of pmvious studies it was pointed out that having the same 

word appear on the screen in a pihning tadc after having just asked participants not to 

think about it for five minutes rnight not be as neutrai and free from demand 

characteristics as one rnight hop. HaIf of the proMem cm be dealt with by using lexical 

decision, in which meta-cogniave mactions to target et& will slow responses (and 

make estimates of priming more conservative) as op- to S t r ~  tasks, where this 
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interference is additive to the effed of interest. The other half of the problem is sdved 

by using the lexical decision stimuli as the material for thinking about or not thinking 

about. This removes any ambigu& as to whether a participant is responding to a target 

word because of suppression induced hyper-accessibility or because of demand 

characteristics. 

The second experiment used explicit direction of attention in a lexical decision 

task to encourage participants to wntrol priming as much as they could - either to pay 

attention to prime and target relatedness or not to pay attention to it. By implication this 

latter condition rnight be expected to produce ironic processes itself; discussion of this is 

deferred until the fourth experiment. The two goals were to test the magnitude of 

voluntary control over priming and to compare it wiül the piiming produced by implicit 

demand in expriment 1. 

llkthod 

Prruciparn 

Thirty undergraduates ham the University of Toronto at Scaiborough volunteerd 

for either coune credit or a payment of f i e  dollars. They were screeneâ for English 

language use. 

The same materiab and computer were used as in experiment 1, with only the 

long SOA, and fw percent relatedness condition represented. 
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Design 

A mixed factorial design was used with target type (related word, unrelated word, 

and non word) as a within-subject variable and instruction (to prime or not to prime) as a 

between participant variable. 

P ~ ~ u r e  

In most respecis the procedure matched that of experiment 1. On each trial a 

fixation point was presented for 200 ms, a prime word was-presented for 250 ms, and a 

target word followed after a 1250 ms delay. Target words were related to the prime 

words on 50 percent of the trials, aigre were 30 pracüce and 150 expeiitnent trials. 

Haif of the participants were instNCt8d as follows: 

"This is a stuây about priming. Words are going to be presented one after 

another. Priming occurs when you c m  deal with related pairs of words faster 

than unrelated pain. The computer will present trials one at a time as follows. 

First, an asterix will appear to notify you that a trial is beginning. then, a first 

word will appear. Think about this wod. Thinking about this fint word and 

related wods will help you respond to the second word. When the second 

word appears, press the YES key if it is a proper word and the NO key 

otheiwise. You wil! be given a demonstmtion and some practice." 

The other half were instructed: 

This is a study about priming. W o W  are going to k presented one after 

another. Priming occurs when you can deal with related pairs of words faster 

than unrelated pairs. The computer will present triais one at a time as follows. 
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First, an asterix will appear to no* you that a trial is beginning. Then, a first 

word will appear. When you sm this word be careful not to think about any 

other words. You may not ignore the fimt word, but do your best not to repeat 

il to youmlf or think about any reîated words. When the second word 

appean please press the YES key if it is a proper word and the NO key 

0then#is8. You will be given a demonstration and some practice." 

Reauits 

The means for conect decision latencies are presented in Table 4. The means 

are baseâ on data for correct reactkn times longer than 300 ms, trimmed at thrw 

standard deviations above the participants' mean (less than 3% of the data), with the 

practice triais removed. No participants were removecl from this data set on the basis of 

either the English use questionnaire or on the basis of enois. 

Pnming was greater in the 'instiucted to prime' condition than in the 'instmcteâ 

not to prime' condition, E (1,28) 34.48, p.043, ~- -2250.1 .  The variability in priming 

is also much greater in the prime condition than in the don't pfirne condition, = 10.6, 

pc.01. Post-hoc, the difference between latemies in correct responses to non-worâs did 

not differ betwm conditions, Ed . 
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Table 4 

Mean land SD1 CO rrect reswnse Iwncies bv instruction and tarwt tvhe in exneriment 
1 

The priming found in the dont prime condition was not signikantly different from 

that found in Vie 20% and 50% relatedness proportions in experiment 1, Ec1. However, 

the expected power for this cornparison is very low (@ta .5). Priming in the please 

prime condition was not significantly different from that found in the 80% relatedness 

proportion condition of expariment 1, E4. 

Table 5 
. . son of onmina in exne Wents I SOA 1500 msl and Il 

ae* Instiuction 
20 47 Prime 

The pattern of priming in which priming m a r s  to be a resuit of a cost in 

responding to unrelated targets appears to hoid, although thece is no teiiibly strong 

argument for assuming that the don't prime instructions creates a control condition. 
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€nom 

The nurnber of errors did not diffei significanuy by condition. F 4 .  

Table 6 

instruction and taraet tvbe in exbenment Mean ~rooortion of errors bv II 

Instruction Related nrdated onwordg 
Prime .O0 .O2 .O3 
Dont Prime .Of .O2 .O4 

Dl8cumlon 

The second experirnent differed from aie first in that an explicit manipulation of 

attention was used. The finding was that parüapants asked to pay attention to the 

relatedness of prime and target showed more piWning than did those askeâ to not pay 

attention to it. The implication is that strategic pmœssing of related pairs is voluntaiy. 

And. by virtue of the task used, one can be reasonaôly certain that the strategic 

processing employed depended upon monitoring for prime ielated words. Fint of all, 

there are no other obvious demands placeâ upon the participant. There were no othei 

instructions or tasks to engage theii attention, and furally, monitoring would be required 

to explain the pattern d-priming by incmased coet to unrelated word targets in any 

Case. 

Wegnet (1994) uses two examples of mental control. In one, a participant is 

asked to suppress a thought - presumably Ieading to conscias attention to other 

thoughts and uncanscious monitoring for the mccunem of the suppression target. In 
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the other, a pafticipant asked to concentrate on a thougM is presumed to direct their 

attention to it, while monitoring for other thoughts. In this latter case no justification is 

given foi separaüng the type of proce58 used to direct one's attention from monitoring 

as used in the lrst instance. In boai cases a participant is lod<ing for the activation of a 

word. Wegnets argument depends upon a distinction between automatic and controlled 

uses of monitoring. Experiment II shows that an explicit direction of attention gives the 

same effect as an implicit one. 

Wegnets characterization of the monitoring proc~ss as automatic may not be 

appropriate. Participants asked to aiink about related words ahowed more priming ülan 

those asked not to. This demonstration of aie voluntary nature of eqmdation suggests 

that hyper-accessibility as caused by monitoring may be equally vduntary. 

In the bmader literature monitoring is always considered to be voluntary. Looking 

foi something requiies effort. The reguît of expriment II is consistent with mis view and 

not with that of Wegner (1994). The popular definition of automaticity (Posner & Snyder, 

1975; Neeîy, 1988) is that a proce85 be unconsciou$, fast acting and m u r c e  free. In 

this sense, aie conscious contid demonstrateci in this expriment ds8s a question 

about the u-ous nature of monitoring. Experiment IV tackles aie question of 

resource dependancy more directly. 

EXPERIMEHT III 

One possible shortcoming of expriment II lies in the poaaiibility that participants 

asked not to pay attention to prime relateâness chose to ignore the prime rather than 

read it. This would make a poor test of the ironic proœsses üieory. Expiment III 
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addressed this possibility by adding a prime animacy ta*. Requiiing participants to 

respond b the prime on some trials inmases the likelihood that they will read the 

prime. The explkit directions to prime or to avoid priming were left intact. 

Mmod 

overviaw 

This is essentially the same as experi'ment II, Save that a secondary prime task 

helps ensure participants in the 'do not prime' condition are not ignoring the primes. 

Participants 

Twenty-six volunteers wen recniited frorn the University of Toronto at 

Scarborough as per Experiments I and II. 

MatedaIr & Appantw 

The mateiials and apparatus were the same as those used in experiments I and 

II. 

Ddgn 

A mixed factorial design was wed, wîth target word type (related words, 

unrelated woW, and non words) as a within factor and insWion as a between factor. 

Proadun 

The pcocedun w& the same as in experiment II except that after the Rist thme 

practice trials participants wwe told addiially insbclcted mat on sotne trials a '?' wwkl 

appear after they had made their lexical âecision. This was to indicate that they should 

press the YES key if the prime was something lMng and NO othecwise. This prompt 

ocnined randomly on 33% of Mals. 
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As per experiments I and II, means are baaed on conect respnses following a 

pra- period (30 trials) and trimmed to thtee standard deviations above the 

participants' individual means. 

Table 7 

ean resmnse late 
wot& 

Prime 761 888 128 890 
(1 96) (310) (2W 

OonY Prime 756 777 21 904 
(1 86) (207) (230) 

Ptîming 

There was more priming when participants weie asked to prime than whm they 

were asked not to. E(1,25) 5.52. p.007, )rcSE-d841. The strength of the expecled 

interaction is obvious when one considem that prirning exC88ded 100 ms in the ditected 

to prime condiaon, E (1,13) 4-75, p.Wû and fails to ieach significam in the directecl 

not to prime condiaon, E (1.1 2) ~1.42, p.258. 

Non-woda 

The diifference in ins~ctioris did not lead to any change in the mean tirne to 

respond to non-words, E=1.02. p.322. This suggests that the effect of inrrtructkns is 

not due to a simple change of r-se bias. 
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Table 8 

Mean n umber of lexical decision errors bv tag-et ri î v h  I 
Related U nrelated Nonwords 

Prime .O1 .O1 .O4 
Dont Prime .O1 .O2 .O3 

Overall, e m  occuned on about 3% of trials. The difletence in pattern between 

the two conditions is not significant, E (2,24)= 1.48, pz.22. A post 'hoc test of the effect 

of condition on unrelateci target emr rates shows no difference, E4. 

Prime rnimicy judgement 

The average acairacy in prime animacy judgements exceeded 95%, a dear 

œiling effect which was not relatd to condition, E<i. Judging from the etevated lexical 

decision enor rates and slawer overall readion times, the participants were most likely 

concentrating on the animacy task at the expense of the lexical decision task. 

Diacusaion 

Experiment III reproâuced the most important resut of experiment II - that 

pnming in this experiment is a hast partly voluntary. Adding the prime animacy task 

creatd oiree salient differenœs. First, we have hgher confidence that participants 

made an effort to read the primes in al1 cases. Second, man  reaCti*on tirne was 

considerably slower for related and unretated worâ targets than was the case in 

experiment II. Finalîy, priming in the 'please prime' condition was increased. 
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One interpretation of the slowed resporise times is that the requiiément to 

remember whefher the pdme was animate aded %s a menW lad. Wiaiin this 

interpretation, the finding that pnming could actualîy increase in the presence of a l a d  

is sufficiently provocative to warrant experiment IV, in which the lexical decision tasû is 

combined with a mental load not related to the primes. 

Another interpretation is that participants literrilly paid less attention to the explicit 

directions to attention. The support for this notion cornes fmm the fact that the 

combination of 'please don? prime' instructions and an additional task do not decrease 

priming, even though the tertiary task should have imprwed distraction h m  prime 

target relatedness. 

Attention aieory cannot account for an incmase in priming under mental load, 

since any effect of such a load would be to mmove attentional resouicea from 

consideration of prime target relatednem. Wegnets theory, on the other hand, suggmts 

that mental load should not affect priming c a U  by monitoring. The third possibiiii, 

that priming reelly does increase in this sitLiBiti011 is not explidtly deait with by either 

theory, but is consistent with previous evidence for hyper-accessibility and rebound 

effects. 

EXPERIMENT IV 

According to the first three experiments, implidt and expikit instwdons to 

monitor relatedness between primes end -1s seem to have the same impact. Since 

it is more pardmociious to hypothesize a single type of monitoring useâ as needed in all 

tasks than to hypothesize different h d s  of monitoring m 0 n g  in each expriment, it 
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is reasonable to use explicit instructions to produce monitoring on demand, and expect 

the results to generalize across situations since the theory of ironic processes is a 

general theo y of mental control. In test of thet theory, a small mental load is added to 

the directions to monitor. According to Wegnw (1994), monitoring should be relatively 

unaffected by additional mental load. 

Mahod 

Ovewiew 

This expriment combines explicit directions to prime or to not prime with a 

mental load. 

Participants 

Twenty volunteers were recruited h m  the University of Toronto at Sceiborough. 

Materials and Apparatus 

The materials and apparatus were aie same as in experiments I, II, and III. 

û d g n  

A mixed factor design was used wiai target type as a within factor and instruction 

condition as a between factor. 

Procdum 

The procedure wér the same as in experiment II except that the presentation of 

each lexical decision trial was preceded by the displey of a nndomly genemteâ four 

digit number. The number stayeâ on the screen unül the peillcipant pressed a key. After 

the lexical decision they were Vien required to type tfm number in. 
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Resuîts 

the data are presented in Table 9. Once agaibn, means are based on correct 

latencies aftef a pracüce period (30 trials) Mmmed to 3 standad deviations above the 

participants' individual mean. Errors were pment on less than 1% of trials. 

Theie is no significant difference in priming between the two instructional 

conditions, E4. Post hoc, no instructionel differences were found between reaction 

times for related, unrelated, or non-word targets, Ee1. But. ovedl priming wm 

significant, E (1,18)=17.2, @Xl1, ,me= 333. 

Table 9 

- -  - - 

Cornparison to experiments IlII, and III is âi iuit  because the overall Iatencies 

are so much slower in experiment IV. On the bais of the magnitude of priming abne. 

voluntary pming is not significantly less under load in experiment IV ütan in expriment 

II, E (1,28) 443, p>.05, -= 51 8. Using the generel ANOVA emr term. the reducth 

is significant E: (1,28) 4.01, ~ 4 5 .  The observeû resuits are consistent with a âecmase 

in priming in .87 of bootstrap samples. Priming in the pkase don't prime c o n d i  of 

expriment IV wes not different than that in the low demand c o n d i s  of experimerits I 

and II, al1 Es 4. 
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D k c i i a n  

The fourth expenment again used the same methoci as experiment II, save that 

participants were also asked to rernernber a random four digit number on each MI.  

This task was not dmcutt - participants made errors on fewer than one percent of trials - 
but did influence priming. In fact it eliminated the differenœ between priming in the two 

instructional conditions. 

The simplest explanation for equal priming in both instrucüonal conditions is that 

the mental load disabled explicit direction of attention (following of instructions) but left 

the demand characteristics (using the obvious presenœ of related pairs) intact. Based 

on expenment 1, a participant given only implicit instructions about relatedness and a 

proporaon of ralated prime-target pain, k ing  fifty percent might be expected to show 

about 45 ms of priming (this is based on a k t  linear unbiased estimate using data 

from both SOA). If the relatedness proportion places an implicit demand to either pay 

little, some, or a lot of attention to relatedness, and mental load disabled the explicit 

demands made by the instructions, then the simplest explanation is that the priming in 

experiment IV is essentially the same as the implicitly requested pnming of experiment 

1. The fit between the two reaction times h again heu to be almost exadly as expected 

giwn the relatively slower madion times p m n t  in expriment IV. 

The aieory of ironic processear suggests that efforîs a concentration or 

suppression are both susceptible to ironic effects of mental bad. On the face of it, the 

decrease in intentional priming and increase in unwanted priming fit this description 

perfectly. In previous experiments, a participant asked not to think about somathhg was 
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hypothesized to k monitoring for its activation. In the pregent experiment, a parWpant 

monitoring for a target word is offered a distraction yet shows increased priming. Oid the 

instruction to not prime set up an automatic monitoring process for prime and target 

A positive response concludes mat pnming in the please don? prime condition of 

expriment IV would be lower without the mental lad. There is no statisticai evidence 

for the claim, but the mean priming is higher and this remains a possibility to ôe 

investigated in Mure research. 

A better question is wheth8f the instructions to the participants achially set up 

opposing processes. When a participant is asked to prime. they am led to fimt generate 

a taiget word, then to look for ifs presentation. Had they been asked to suppress this 

worû, there may be both an operating process ttying to think of other things and an 

automatic monitoring process activating this terget word. In the present situation, asking 

parocipants to expect and look for related word targets may lead to equivalently 

opping processes. In this case, one miuht e m  that a menu load couid tilt the 

balance in favour of mon or lesr, priming. But explkit demands to not prime do not 

result in priming d'tferent from the les$ comptex case of a weak implicit demands b 

prime, suggesüng that no such O-ng balance of p10~8sses occurs in response to 

the explici demands of expen'ment 11, III, and IV. Addmaliy, priming did not differ in 

the 'don't pcime' conditions of experiments III and IV, Micating that incieeses in 

attention to a target had the m e  effect as a distraction. It is, therafore, dMkult to 

disîinguish betw88n unintentionai priming ironicaîiy incteased by mental load and 
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priming caused by relatedness and a mental l a d  inspired release hwn the directive not 

to prime. 

In camparison. attentionel theory wouM predkt an overail reduction of smtegic 

priming, as was found. It would also preûict that a maIl mental load would either have a 

negative impact upon unintentional priming or no impact at dl. As already suggested, 

the increase Ui priming when asked not to prime may be atliibuted to papaiffcipants simply 

forgetting or neglecting to follow instructions, but the amount of priming (61 ms when 

asked to prime) is hrge enough that it would nomially have been e-ed only as a 

result of conscious strategy and controlled processes. For a point of cornparison, the 

low relateûness condition in expeiiment 1 suggests that inattention to prime-target 

relatedness should lead to pflming on aie otder of 20 ms. Why should participants 

asked not to pay attention to relatedness do so increasingly when they are kept 

otheiwise busy? 

The simple conclusion is that aie experimentb a n  somewhat incornmensurate 

due to different target genemtion and lexical decision criteda shifting at lorrg reaction 

times. A mon balainced respnse is that aie aieocy of ironic pmcems simply cannot 

describe which processes are likely to ôe irmdved in any particular ta&, s i m  the 

distracting loads in experiments III and IV seem to have quite diierent effBCtS. For 

example. not thinking about an unpleasant thought could k d i i t  if one divided one's 

attention between monitoring for it and distrading meseîf, but the impîicit demand not 

to think about something unpleasaM would require no such balance of pmcesses, and 

would be relativeiy easy. 
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Oamml Discussion 

According to Mkgner (1994), monitoring is automatic in the sense of being 

unafkted by distradions or mental loads. Wood and Cowan (1995) daim that attention 

in a monitoring task is limitecl. This thesis conûasts the two views across a series of 

experiments, then attempts to link each with the broader literature. 

The theory of ironic processes depnds upon the clah that a comrcious attempt 

to direcî attention will be more compiomised by mental load than an automatic 

monitoring effort. The increase in priming when participants wen asked to prime is 

consistent with both the theory of ironic processes and attentional theory. The decrease 

in priming when participants were asked not to prime may be interpreted in two different 

ways. If participants were acüvaly inhibiüng or strategically decreasing theV priming in 

experiments II and III, yet unconsciously monitoring (looking for related ) target words, 

then oie counter-intuitive increase in priming when a participant askeâ to not prime is 

given a mental load was predidcd. However, if participants asked not to prime began to 

prime under mental load because it lead to their increased sensiovity to the dernand 

characteristic created by the proporüon of related pain then the theory is contradicteci. 

No paacipant ever revealed a sûategy for decreasing priming when debtiefed. 

Additionally, the don? prime instruction group did not show the significantly slower 

reacüon times which would indicate such conscious decisions. 

The interpretation that the implicit demand characteristics of relatedness 

proportion in a lexical decision task îead to the processes (induding monitoring) 

necesSacy for priming is sirnpler than ironic proœsses theory. The theory of attention 
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being driven increasingly by demand characteristics when l a d  interferes.with 

instruction c m  also be applied to other studies. For example. the interaction of 

instruction and time pressure in Wegnei and M e r  (1992) was interpreted to mean that 

a relative balance of controlled and automatic processes had been differentially affected 

by time pressure. In fact, the concentration group gave f e w  target responses when 

time pressure was added, but the suppression group gave more. A demand 

characteristic interpretation would suggest that participants in the concentration group 

paid attention either to the target or to the deadline, white the suppression group paid 

attention to the instructions when time pressure was low but paid attention to the target 

when pressure was high. 

Operiment IV does not provide a condusive test of the imnic processes thewy, 

but it is suggestive of proôîems with that theory's potential for faîsifiition. It &ou# 

also be noted that none of the conventionai accounts of aie relatedness proportion 

effect (Neely, 1991 ) would have diiectly prdicteâ the impact of both instructions and 

mental load either. Each of those accounts of prirning requin a participant to attend to 

the relatednese of prime and target. The daim that such attention is strategic seems at 

odds with its occurrence both with and without merital lad. Assuming (as per 

experiment 1) that primirig is primarily a result of expectatkm of prime target mlatednem, 

and that this expectation lead to the looking for particular target words, then the 

increase in piiming by pafücipants asked to not prhne yet given a mental kad is again 

most deady unûerstood as participants disregarâing explicit instructions when 

chailenged but retaining data dfiven implicit dernana. This aumunt is similar to that 
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used in othet cases of conflict between implicit and explidt demanâs (Erdelyi, 1990). 

However, if participants did not disregard the insttllCfl9ons but rather attempteâ to 

suppress prime-target relatedness, then the theory of ironic processes piedicts and 

increase in priming - a result which cannot be niled out with the present data. 

Explicit directions to prime were signifcantiy hameâ by the digit m o r y  task in 

experiment IV, relative to experiments II and III. In this sense it appean that monitoring 

can be interfered with by mental load. Mental load led to an increase in priming when 

participants were asked not to prime. It is this which presents the greatest challenge to 

ironic p10~8sses theory. 

&pet-mssibilitv wd the rebound e f f a  

In the context of the above results it is important to rmSsit the phenomena of 

interest. If piiming is a good measure of the hyper-accemibiîii of target thou~hts, then 

that effect can be generated by experimental demand. 60th implidt (RP effect) and 

explicit instructions lead to this conclusion. However, the asseMn that monitoring is 

unaffecteâ by mental load is only partially supported. 

The failum of Gildston (1 998) and othen (Lavy di van Hout 1994; Cociway, 

Howell, & Gianwpoulos, 1981 ; Merckelbach et al., 1991 ; Ruüedge, Holknberg, & 

Ha-, 1993 el cetek) to find the rebound effect can now be attfibuted to diiering 

levels of experimental demand as well as difierences in populetiOci8, stimuli, and 

mettioâs. Most importantly. the rebound effect is unlikdy to k düwr gmeral or 

cornmon in everyday life. 
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Wegner and Eiber (1992) used the Stroop task to measure priming due to hypet- 

accessibility. This has tumed out to be an unfortunate choice since the longer teaction 

times to targets could be caused by almost anything (surprise, distraction, meta- 

cognition). ln aie lexical decision task, wh8m priming is measured by facilitation of 

resporise, al1 such factors tend to reduce the effect size. The methods of the cuvent 

study lead instead to the conclusion that hyper-aa~ssibility is voluntary, not automatic. 

As far as monitoring is impaired by mental lad,  circumstances in which the theory of 

ironic processes should be tnisted will be incredibly raie. Orâinary life has enough 

distractions and demands that a precise balance between activating and suppressing 

p m s s e s  wil aîmost never m u r .  For example, as much trouble as one might have 

trying not to think about a cat, it would be completely obviateâ by the distraction 

provided by a television set. If the critical test is simply the level of threat or negatke 

affect afforded by the target thought (imagine trying not thinking about a dissertation) 

then this is criticaî to the theory and outweighs any aspects of monitoring and lad. 

The prerrent study suggests that while monitoring might pIOduce hyper- 

accessibility, il does not necessarily do so, and that vicious cirdes of monitoring and 

activation are not a naturai outcome. The theory of ironic procesclea might describe a 

circumstance only applipble in laboratofles with minimal distraction. Monitoring 

processes can be useâ to create a more general description of experimental demand in 

situations whose characteristics might be more simply explained as opposed or 

unoppsed demancis to monitor. For example, emotknal Stmp tasks are often done 

with highly selient context words (food related words for a dieter). More contrdled 
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studies find il ditficult to generate interference by mere repetition (activation) of target 

words. Wegner and Erber (1992), having preceded their Stroop test by a fiw minute 

period of monitoring, did find Stroop interference, but cannot discriminate between the 

causes of interference based on both implicit and explicit demands for attention. 

This thesis has examined evidence for a key premise in Wegnei's theory of ironic 

processes. The theory of ironic processes depends upon the daim that monitoring is an 

automatic procecu, capable of generating activation in target words. The present study 

found that priming could be voluntarily controlled in the lexical dedsion task. This 

increase could be countered by mental load. The lewical decision task et long SOA 

provides an opportunity for parlidpants to predict and then monitor for the appearance 

of an expecteâ target word. The impact of mental l a d  is, therefom, contrary to the 

assumption of ironic processes theory. 

Participants asked not to prime showed increased priming under this sarne 

mentai load. Unlike the request to suppress a thought, the instruction to rot prime was 

ewplicitly centred upon aie d i d o n  of attention. It makes sense that strategic 

processes involved in avoiâing priming could be interfered with by a mental load. The 

size of the priming which resuîted poses a problern for attenüonal theory, which would 

not have predicteâ its increase under mental lad. 
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Appendix A - Stimuli 

boy gid 

table chair 

dresser chest 

couch sofa 

stool bench 

larnp rnimr 

fndge stove 

washer dryer 

carpet N9 

up down 

high low 

hot cold 

her him 

man wornan 

lost won 

left rgM 

bitter sweet 

column row 

thin fat 

nom south 

east west 

under over 

beautiful ugly 

ceiling flooi 

rich pooi 

hatd soft 

find los8 

hem there 

black white 

boy girl 

shallow deep 

hate love 

in out 

large small 

minor major 

live die 

on off 

seli buy 

sickness health 

slow fast 

smooîh rough 

sit stand 

wet dry 

young old 

orange appk 

plum peach 

pea con 

bacon eggs 

scotch whiskey 

chocolat8 milk 

btead butter 

salad dressing 

bake cake 

ceb&age lettuce 

cnist pie 

vegetable huit 

mutton lamb 

~ p e p p e f  

king queen 

red Mue 

doctor nurse 

lawyer juQe 
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teacher student 

mother father 

brother sister 

criminal police 

captain general 

soldier amy 

coffee tea 

eariy late 

hips legs 

mouth teeth 

eye ear 

hand thumb 

head foot 

heel toe 

skin bone 

cars trucks 

boat plane 

dagger sword 

gun shoot 

nin walk 

dress shirt 

skirt blouse 

pants slacks 

jadcet coat 

shoes boots 

rifle pistol 

cardinal starling 

canary dove 

dog cat 

butterfiy moth 

moming paper 

window sill 

dwr knob 

city town 

hammer nail 

house home 

heal wound 

jump leap 

kind nice 

human king 

justice peace 

kaf ûee 

loud noise 

needîe thread 

spider web 

thief steal 

whistle blow 

dance waltz 

toast jam 

many some 

nibbish waste 

print write 

spring fall 

stonn cloud 

choir Song 

land sea 

brain wave 

bath dean 

foggy clear 

scissors cut 

thirsty water 

people crowd 

roof top 
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library books 

speak talk 

pam WaY 

look listen 

give take 

mamage divorce 

birth death 

boum bail 

fire place 

nephew niece 

pool swwm 

scout honour 

fork knife 

now never 

danger safe 

heaven hell 

mont holy 

goose du& 

h m  pork 

empty full 

sad h a p ~  

snow ice 

stupid smait 

bow arrow 

birthday candle 

oyster pead 

nose smell 

minute hou? 

altar church 

seafood lobster 

snack candy 

fish salmon 

money dollar 

disease cancer 

toy doll 

weather min 

bird tobin 

fuel oil 

cloth Cotton 

gem diamand 

wedding ring 

brush hair 

maple syrup 

pen pencil 

beer wine 

day nigM 

wrist watch 

m m  Sun 

school bus 

circle square 

flower rose 

music jazz 

snake cobra 

drug heioin 

game chess 

month april 

metai i r a  

sport hockey 

vehide truck 

winter freeze 

lemon sour 

phone numbw 

reeiity fantasy 

mousecti88~~ 

angerma 

babyciy 
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bed sleep 

bible god 

children kids 

doser nearer 

corne go 

command order 

cottage dodc 

daik light 

make do 

he she 

hardly ever 

faster slower 

farther away 

eating food 

easier harder 

dream skep 

trouble bad 

?O from 

they them 

then now 

that this 

stmt r a d  

you me 

with without 

who whom 

was is 

very much 

see eyes 

so what 

nylon stocking 

burglar alann 

vitamin mineral 

difficulty easily 

spin whirl 

emr mistake 

wind blew 

stupid jerk 

short dwarf 

stripes zebia 

adjective verb 

silk scarf 

mass hymn 

tie knot 

pension retire 

weaîth power 

weak stiong 

cope endure 

sharp dull 

cernent brick 

mitten glove 

broom swept 

forgive pardon 

rule govern 

wolf howl 

team coach 

different alike 

begin quit 

nun pfiest 

beat whip 

tum twist 

field meadow 

ruler ernperoi 

illusion image 

air fan 

fear honor 
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compromise agreement 

carve slice 

tire nibber 

employee staff 

bortow lend 

differ 

contrast 

capture trap 

shore tide 

sheets linen 

globe 

d m  aclxjous 

Penny copper 

good luck 

afraid scared 

contraversy argument 

fraud fake 

glue stick 

g r a s p w  

graw plant 

le0 

country nation 

expose show 

lift cany 

lion üger 

play games 

shine shoe 

wish want 

lining coat 

memory aiink 

pavement sidewelk 

porthole ship 

satellite space 

why because 

knight gallant 

abundance exmm 

refuse invite 

novel author 

presidentiaî campai@ 

independent helplm~ 

alone lonely 

mister mistress 

oftice building 

continenîal foreign 

sheep shephed 

fiddle violin 

weeping willow 

wool blanket 

officer sergeant 

deal offer 

dinner supper 

aunt unde 

evil dBM8ss 

attacù assault 

fight quarrd 

actpefomi 

prince noMe 

cook kitchen 

vacation resort 

robber Meriff 



awake asleep 

zoo keeper 

innocent maiden 

purpie ameîhyst 

argue cornplain 

antique ancient 

fght stniggle 

greet weîcome 

scream whiaper 

wheat prairie 

cross angty 

horse stable 

gold silver 

wishhrl envy 

fiawless perfect 

murder M m  

lightening thunder 

bore excite 

bave depart 

rot decay 

freezer fmzm 

dispute resolve 

train aboard 

guard proted 

weird crazy 

beef cattle 

bald eagle 

education cdlege 

dew moisture 

romance passion 

critical fatal 

fashion modd 

thanksgiving tuikey 

above below 

!!hfw& 

zebro 

youch 

yonter 

yiels 

wreng 

freck 

wounp 

wonger 
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withprami 

bintiy 

lindow 

hearg 

ficked 

phistle 

welk 

g e w n  

waher 

supw 

baxy 

smode 

maph 

SQant 

rafety 

@ive 

salbow 

riblon 

hatire 

satip 

swing 

Sawler 
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=99 

=b 

spariet 

scraye 

quatiîy 

quaster 

m z  

sandim 

betchip 

droblem 

oliur 

plaik 

hobrid 

pakent 

repent 

objest 

zound 

hinaî 

cm 
onsect 

cailing 

salap 

sali bate 

bavage 

acald 

scotter 

M i n  

seasing 

quapmt 

quangum 

ripine 

rarelo 

renge 

vioneer 

pom- 

brocure 

mem 

ma- 

scatab 

panit 

harth 

plaboon 

mivil 

zippet 

yeste râan 

yellop 

seast 

feveg 

wrin kli 

wreectl 

wome 

wirking 

mitness 

sithdrawaî 

titch 

9amY 

wacbw 

shele 

shispor 

geight 

weîfane 

beather 

weeith 

watar 
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Appendix B - Participant survey 

This materiai will be kept entirely confideMial. Furthemm ywr name will not be attached to ai& fonn. If 
you prefer mt to answer any of aiese questions feel fme to skip them. 

First language 
Number of years you have b e n  speaking English 
Number of yeam you have been reading English 
% of your day spent using EngEsh as opposed to oüier languages 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

W h i  fanguages did you use in school 
I] English sc)ioding only 
[) French immersion 
O Prirnary sdiooling was in 

How many English language books do you tead for enteitainment each year . 




